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Abstract

1.

In order to aid in the process of detecting incorrect program behaviors, a number of approaches have been proposed which include a
combination of language-level constructs (such as procedure-level
assertions/contracts, program-point assertions, gradual types, etc.)
and associated tools (such as code analyzers and run-time verification frameworks). However, it is often the case that these constructs and tools are not used to their full extent in practice due to a
number of limitations such as excessive run-time overhead and/or
limited expressiveness. Verification frameworks that combine static
and dynamic techniques offer the potential to bridge this gap. In
this paper we explore the effectiveness of abstract interpretation in
detecting parts of program specifications that can be statically simplified to true or false, as well as the impact of such analysis in
reducing the cost of the run-time checks required for the remaining
parts of these specifications. Starting with a semantics for programs
with assertion checking, and for assertion simplification based on
static analysis information, we propose and study a number of practical assertion checking modes, each of which represents a tradeoff between code annotation depth, execution time slowdown, and
program safety. We also propose techniques for taking advantage
of the run-time checking semantics to improve the precision of the
analysis. Finally, we study experimentally the performance of these
techniques. Our experiments illustrate the benefits and costs of each
of the assertion checking modes proposed as well as the benefit of
analysis for these scenarios.

Detecting incorrect program behaviors is an important part of
the software development life cycle. It is also a complex and tedious one, in which dynamic languages bring special challenges.
A number of techniques have been proposed to aid in the process,
among which we center our attention on the use of language-level
constructs to describe expected program behavior, and of associated tools to compare actual program behavior against expectations, such as static code analyzers/verifiers and run-time verification frameworks. Approaches that fall into this category are the
assertion-based frameworks used in (Constraint) Logic Programming (Drabent et al. 1988; Puebla et al. 1997; Bueno et al. 1997;
Boye et al. 1997; Hermenegildo et al. 1999; Puebla et al. 2000b; Laı̈
2000; Hermenegildo et al. 2005; Mera et al. 2009), soft/gradual typing approaches in functional programming (Cartwright and Fagan
1991; Findler and Felleisen 2002; Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen
2008; Dimoulas and Felleisen 2011; Rastogi et al. 2015; Takikawa
et al. 2015, 2016), and contract-based extensions in object-oriented
programming (Lamport and Paulson 1999; Leavens et al. 2007;
Fähndrich and Logozzo 2011). These tools are aimed at detecting
violations of the expected behavior or certifying the absence of
any such violations, and often involve a certain degree of run-time
testing, specially for non-trivial properties.
A practical limitation of many of these tools is that they can
incur significant run-time performance overhead, even in the simple case of performing just type checks between typed and untyped parts of programs (Rastogi et al. 2015; Takikawa et al. 2016).
In (Mera et al. 2009) reductions were obtained by limiting the
points at which the tests are performed and the instrumentation,
and by inlining, but some types of tests still incurred significant
costs. Some approaches have opted for limiting the expressiveness of the assertion language in order to reduce the overhead
(see (Schiller et al. 2014) for some recent case studies). Recently,
some proposals have been made for reducing the run-time overhead
of assertion checking based on optimizing the run-time checking
mechanisms themselves, at the expense of increased memory consumption (Koukoutos and Kuncak 2014; Stulova et al. 2015): repeated checks on immutable recursive data structures are converted
from execution time overhead to increased memory use via caching
and/or tabling techniques.
However, despite these advances, run-time overhead often remains impractically high, specially for complex properties, such
as, for example, deep data structure tests. This reduces the attractiveness of run-time checking to programmers, which may allow
sporadic checking of very simple conditions, but tend to turn off
run-time checking for more complex properties.
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checks via static analysis. Section 4.1 presents the basic abstract
interpretation-based analysis approach used and the memo table
representation of the analysis results. Section 4.2 describes how
run-time tests are optimized using the information in the analysis
memo table. Section 5 then presents our approach for taking advantage of the run-time checking semantics to improve the precision of the analysis. Section 6 describes our experimental harness
and presents our results for the different options (with and without
analysis, with and without improved analysis precision). Section 7
finally presents our conclusions.

Motivated by this problem, assertion-based frameworks have
been proposed where static analysis is used to minimize the number and cost of the run-time checks that need to be placed in the
program to detect incorrect program behaviors. This idea was pioneered by the Ciao system (Puebla et al. 1997; Bueno et al. 1997;
Hermenegildo et al. 1999; Puebla et al. 2000b; Hermenegildo et al.
2005; Pietrzak et al. 2006; Hermenegildo et al. 2012) where a number of (abstract interpretation-based) static analyses are combined
in order to verify assertions to the largest extent possible at compile
time, and for simplifying and reducing the number of remaining
properties that that need to be introduced in the program as run-time
checks. Intuitively, this model can offer a more appealing tradeoff of performance vs. safety guarantees. However, while there has
been evidence from use, there has been little systematic experimental work presented to date verifying this hypothesis, i.e., measuring
the actual impact of analysis on reducing run-time checking overhead. For example, in (Mera et al. 2009, 2011) the overhead of runtime checking was studied but without taking into account analysis
information.
In order to bridge this gap, in this work we explore the effectiveness of abstract interpretation-based compile-time analysis in
detecting parts of program specifications that can be simplified before they are turned into run-time checks. Again, the objective of
such simplification is to achieve a system that can detect the same
(or a larger) set of incorrect behaviors in a program, but with a significant reduction in the impact on the running time of the program.
Starting with a semantics for programs with assertion checking
and for assertion simplification based on analysis information obtained via abstract interpretation, we propose and study a number
of practical assertion checking modes, each of which represents a
trade-off between code annotation depth, execution time slowdown,
and program behavior safety guarantees. The proposed modes are
specially tailored to the scenario of annotating and pre-processing
libraries to ensure their correctness prior to their use by client programs. We also define a transformation-based approach in order to
implement each one of these modes.
We then concentrate on the reduction of the number of run-time
tests via (abstract interpretation-based) program analysis. To this
end we propose a technique that enhances analysis precision by
taking into account that any assertions that cannot be proved statically will be the subject of run-time testing. We then report on an
implementation of the proposed techniques (within the CiaoPP system) and study their impact in practice, by measuring the reduction
in run-time checking overhead achieved.
We develop the discussion in the context of (Horn Clause) Logic
Programs, to take advantage of the availability of mature program
analysis and transformation tools, and a well developed assertion
language and assertion processing framework (in particular, that of
the Ciao system). However, we believe the results are applicable to
other programming paradigms, either directly (to, e.g., other forms
of declarative programming), or, following recent work, to imperative programs, via transformation into Horn Clauses (MéndezLojo et al. 2007; Grebenshchikov et al. 2012; Bjørner et al. 2014;
Gurfinkel et al. 2015). Examples of this include cost analysis of
Java bytecode programs (Navas et al. 2008, 2009), or inferring energy bounds in binaries from C-style programs (Liqat et al. 2014,
2016).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents
the run-time checking part of our approach. After introducing some
notation and the basic semantics in Section 2.1, Section 2.2 presents
the assertion language and Section 2.3 the operational semantics
with run-time checking of such assertions. Section 3 then presents
the run-time assertion checking modes proposed, including a discussion of the transformations required to implement the different
modes. Section 4 then addresses the issue of optimizing run-time

2.

Run-Time Checking of Assertions

2.1

Basic notation and standard semantics

We revisit here some basic notation and the standard program
semantics, where we use the formalization of (Stulova et al. 2015,
2014; Puebla et al. 2000b).
An atom has the form p(t1 , ..., tn ) where p is a predicate symbol of arity n and t1 , ..., tn are terms. A constraint is a conjunction of expressions built from predefined predicates (such as term
equations or inequalities over the reals) whose arguments are constructed using predefined functions (such as real addition). A literal
is either an atom or a constraint. A goal is a finite sequence of literals. A rule is of the form H:-B where H, the Head, is an atom
and B, the body, is a possibly empty finite sequence of literals. A
constraint logic program, or program, is a finite set of rules.
The definition of an atom A in a program, defn(A), is the set
of variable renamings of the program rules s.t. each renaming has
A as a Head and has distinct new local variables. We assume that
all rule Heads are normalized, i.e., H is of the form p(X1 , ..., Xn )
where the X1 , ..., Xn are distinct free variables. Let ∃L θ be the
constraint θ restricted to the variables of the syntactic object L. We
denote constraint entailment by |=, so that θ1 |= θ2 denotes that θ1
entails θ2 . Then, we say that θ2 is weaker than θ1 .
The operational semantics of a program is given in terms of its
derivations, which are sequences of reductions between states. A
state hG | θi consists of a goal G and a constraint store (or store
for short) θ. We use :: to denote concatenation of sequences and
we assume for simplicity that the underlying constraint solver is
complete. A state S = hL :: G | θi where L is a literal can be
reduced to a state S 0 as follows:
1. hL :: G | θi
satisfiable.

hG | θ ∧ Li if L is a constraint and θ ∧ L is

2. hL :: G | θi
hB :: G | θi if L is an atom of the form
p(t1 , . . . , tn ),
for some rule (L:-B) ∈ defn(L).
We use S
S 0 to indicate that a reduction can be applied to
state S to obtain state S 0 . Also, S ∗ S 0 indicates that there is a
sequence of reduction steps from state S to state S 0 . We denote by
D[i] the i-th state of the derivation. As a shorthand, given a nonempty derivation D, D[−1] denotes the last state. A query is a pair
(L, θ), where L is a literal and θ a store, for which the constraint
logic programming system starts a computation from state hL | θi.
The set of all derivations from the query Q is denoted derivs(Q). A
finished derivation from a query (L, θ) is successful if the last state
is of the form h | θ0 i, where  denotes the empty goal sequence.
¯L θ0 is an answer to S. We denote by
In that case, the constraint ∃
answers(Q) the set of answers to a query Q.
2.2

Assertion Language

We assume that program specifications are provided by means of
assertions: linguistic constructions that allow expressing properties
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of programs. In particular, we would like to specify certain conditions on the constraint store that must hold at certain points of program derivations. For concreteness we will use the pred assertions
of the Ciao assertion language (Puebla et al. 1997; Hermenegildo
et al. 1999; Puebla et al. 2000a,b; Hermenegildo et al. 2012). The
main intent behind the construction of a specification for a predicate using pred-assertions is to define the set of all admissible
preconditions for this prediate, and for each such precondition in
turn specify the respective postcondition. I.e., pred-assertions allow stating sets of related preconditions and conditional postconditions for a given predicate.
These pre- and postconditions are formulas containing literals
corresponding to predicates that are specially labeled as properties.
The design of this language is such that properties and the other
predicates composing the program are written in the same language. This approach is motivated by the direct correspondence between the declarative and operational semantics of constraint logic
programs and it provides a direct link between the properties used
in assertions and the corresponding run-time tests, which constitute
(instrumented) calls to the predicates defining the properties. This
also allows defining specifications that are more general than, e.g.,
the traditional notions of types.
More formally, the set of assertions for a given predicate represented by Head is composed of all statements of the form:1

ing the derivations from a query. In order to keep track of any
violated assertion conditions, we use the identifiers of the assertion conditions. Given the atom La that is a renaming of some
normalized atom L s.t. La = σ(L) and the corresponding set of
assertion conditions AC (L), the assertion conditions for La are obtained as follows: if ∃C ∈ AC (L), C = c.calls(L, P re) (or C =
c.success(L, P re, P ost)), then Ca = σ(C) = ca .calls(La , σ(P re))
(or
Ca
=
ca .success(La , σ(P re), σ(P ost))). We also introduce an extended program state of the form hG | θ | Ei, where E denotes
the set of identifiers for falsified assertion condition instances and
|E| ≤ 1. For the sake of readability, we write labels in negated
form when they appear in the error set. A finished derivation from
a query (L, θ) now is successful if the last state is of the form
h | θ0 | ∅i (∅ denotes the empty set), and failed if the last state
is of the form hL0 | θ0 | {c̄}i. We also extend the set of literals
with syntactic objects of the form acheck(L, c) where L is a literal
and c is an identifier for an assertion condition instance, which we
call check literals. Thus, a literal is now a constraint, an atom or
a check literal. A literal L succeeds trivially for θ in program P ,
denoted θ ⇒P L, iff ∃θ0 ∈ answers((L, θ)) such that θ |= θ0 . We
can now recall the notion of Reductions in Programs with Assertions from (Stulova et al. 2014), which is our starting point: a state
S = hL :: G | θ | ∅i, where L is a literal, can be reduced to a state
S 0 , denoted S A S 0 , as follows:

:- pred Head : P re1 => P ost1 .
...
:- pred Head : P ren => P ostn .

1. If L is a constraint then the new state is S 0 = hG0 | θ0 | ∅i
where G0 and θ0 are obtained in a same manner as in hL :: G |
θi
hG0 | θ0 i
2. If L is an atom and ∃(L:-B) ∈ defn(L), then the new state S 0
is obtained as

 hL | θ | {c̄}i
if ∃ c.calls(L, P re) ∈ AC (L)
0
∧ θ 6⇒P P re
S =
 hB :: G0 | θ | ∅i otherwise

where Head is the same normalized atom, that denotes the predicate that the assertions apply to, and the P rei and P osti are conjunctions2 of prop literals that refer to the variables of Head.
A set of assertions as above states that in any execution state
hHead :: G | θi at least one of the P rei conditions should hold,
and that, given the (P rei , P osti ) pair(s) where P rei holds, then,
if Head succeeds, the corresponding P osti should hold upon success. More formally, given a predicate represented by a normalized
atom Head, and the corresponding set of assertions is A(Head) =
{A1 . . . An }, with Ai = “:- pred Head : P rei => P osti .”
such assertions are normalized into a set of assertion conditions for
that predicate, denoted as AC (Head) = {C0 , C1 , . . . , Cn } s.t.:

W
ci .calls(Head, n
i=0
j=1 P rej )
Ci =
ci .success(Head, P rei , P osti )
i = 1..n

and G0 = acheck(L, c1 ) :: . . . :: acheck(L, cn ) :: G such that
ci .success(L, P rei , P osti ) ∈ AC (L) ∧ θ ⇒P P rei .
3. If L is a check literal acheck(L0 , c), then S 0 is obtained as

 hL0 | θ | {c̄}i if c.success(L0 , , P ost) ∈ AC (L0 )
0
∧ θ 6⇒P P ost
S =
 hG | θ | ∅i
otherwise

where ci is a unique assertion condition identifier. If there are
no assertions associated with Head then the corresponding set of
assertion conditions is empty. The set of assertion conditions for
a program is the union of the assertion conditions for each of the
predicates in the program.
The calls(Head, . . .) conditions encode the checks that ensure
that the calls to the predicate represented by the Head literal are
within those admissible by the set of assertions, and we thus call
them the calls assertion conditions. The success(Headi , P rei , P osti )
conditions encode the checks for compliance of the successes for
particular sets of calls, and we thus call them the success assertion
conditions.
2.3

Semantics with assertions

We now recall the operational semantics with assertions, which
checks whether assertion conditions hold or not while comput-

3.

Assertion Checking Modes

When a program is being instrumented with run-time checks the
choice of instrumentation strategy is determined by several factors
and considerations. Most of these factors can typically be generalized to a compromise between thoroughness of the code annotation
(complexity of the properties, annotation depth) and the resulting
performance penalties (execution time slowdown, code bloat, increases in memory use).
We propose a view on this compromise that differentiates between various levels of behavioral safety guarantees embodied in
several assertion checking modes. In the following we will explain these modes for concreteness in a client-library interaction
scenario, and from the perspective of the client. However, the proposed view is not limited to this particular case and can be applied
to other kinds of interaction between program components.
Unsafe Checking Mode This checking mode corresponds to a
scenario where no execution time slowdown is tolerated at run time,
even at the cost of no program behavior safety guarantees. In this
case no run-time checks are generated from the assertions of the
library. Formally, this corresponds to using the standard semantics
of Section 2.1, and thus ignoring the assertions in the program. This
of course eliminates any overhead but at the cost of correctness.

1 We

follow the more compact formalization of (Stulova et al. 2014), using
only pred assertions. See also (Puebla et al. 2000b) for the original presentation using calls and success assertions. We are also not dealing herein
with comp assertions and properties.
2 In the general case P re and P ost can be DNF formulas of prop literals
but we limit them to conjunctions herein for simplicity of presentation.
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: - module (_ , [ p ]) . % exported predicate p

Unsafe

2
3

Program
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6

Client-safe

Safe-RT

Program

Program

: - check pred p : Pre = > Post .
% c0 .calls(p, P re)
∧ status(c0 , check)
% c1 .success(p, P re, P ost) ∧ status(c1 , check)

Code

Code

Code

Run-time
checks
(exports)

Run-time
checks
(all)

7
8

p : - body .

9
10

q :- p.
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(a) Initial program fragment.



: - module (_ , [ p ]) .

RT-checks
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3
4

% c0 .calls(p, P re)
∧ status(c0 , check)
% c1 .success(p, P re, P ost) ∧ status(c1 , check)

Program
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p : - p_inner . % ( the link clause )

7
8

Program

Code

Code

Assertions

Assertion
conditions

p_inner : - body .

9
10

q : - p_inner .





(b) The same program fragment after the transformation.
Figure 1. Client-safe program transformation.

Normalizer

Figure 2. Source transformation differences per checking mode.

However, we still consider it because it represents a baseline and
is in fact used sometimes in practice for production code, in order
to avoid overhead, if, e.g., it is perceived that sufficient testing was
carried out prior to delivery.

Transformations The checking modes described above require
different source transformations to be performed on a program during compile time (see Fig. 2). Before any such transformations take
place, the assertions are normalized and expanded into assertion
conditions. This allows assuring that no syntactic errors are present
in the assertion conditions and that no undefined properties (i.e.,
properties that are not defined in the program or imported from libraries) appear in such conditions.
In the Unsafe mode nothing is done and the assertion conditions
are simply ignored during compilation. In the Safe-RT mode the
source transformation is quite straightforward: all the assertion
conditions for all assertions in the program are turned into run-time
checks directly. In the Client-safe mode, as mentioned before, the
program transformation of Figure 1 is first performed for all the
exported predicates, and then run-time checks are generated only
for the assertion conditions of those exported predicates.

Client-safe Checking Mode In this mode the library provides
the client with behavior guarantees on its interface, but does not
check the assertions for the internal procedures. Run-time checks
are thus generated only for the assertion conditions for the exported
predicates of the library. More formally, assuming that the set of
(atoms of) exported predicates is given by Exp:
1. If L is a constraint or L is an atom such that L ∈
/ Exp, then the
new state S 0 = hG0 | θ0 | ∅i where G0 and θ0 are obtained in a
same manner as in hL :: G | θi
hG0 | θ0 i
2. If L is an atom such that L ∈ Exp, and ∃(L:-B) ∈ defn(L),
then the new state S 0 is obtained as in step 2 of the semantics
with run-time checks of Section 2.3.
3. If L is a check literal acheck(L0 , c), then S 0 is obtained as in
step 3 of the semantics with run-time checks of Section 2.3.

4.

The modified semantics above ensures that checks are performed only for the predicates in the library interface. However,
all calls within the library to the exported predicates, including
recursive calls, would also be checked, unnecessarily. In order to
avoid this, and to ensure that the checks are performed only on the
external calls, we assume that the program transformation given
in Fig. 1 is applied to all exported predicates. The transformation
introduces intermediate link predicates for exported predicates so
that the module interface is preserved but all the internal calls are
replaced by calls to the wrapper predicates, for which no checks
are performed. This combination of program transformation and
run-time checking policy allows obtaining safety guarantees at the
library boundaries with minimal run-time checking execution time
overhead.

Optimizing Run-Time Checks via Static
Analysis

We now return to the issue of optimizing run-time checks via (abstract interpretation-based) static program analysis, in order to reduce the number of run-time tests and thus the overhead from runtime testing, following the Ciao model. To this end, we recall the
basic abstract interpretation-based analysis approach used and the
memo table representation of the analysis results and describe how
run-time tests are optimized using the information in the analysis
memo table. Based on this in the following section we will present
our approach for taking advantage of the run-time checking semantics to improve the precision of the analysis.
Herein we will refer to this combination of static and dynamic
checking as the Safe-CT-RT Checking Mode, i.e., as a variation on
the Safe-RT run-time checking mode, where static verification is
performed in order to eliminate as many of the properties in the
program assertions to be checked at run time as possible. Runtime checks are still generated for all program assertions but in
contrast to the Safe-RT case the assertions are simplified before the

Safe-RT Execution Mode In this mode the library provides behavior guarantees both on its interface and its internals. Run-time
checks are generated for all assertions of the library. This corresponds to using the semantics with assertions of Section 2.3. The
performance penalty here is the largest.
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checks are generated from them. In this mode the run-time checks
for the calls assertion conditions of the exported predicates are left
untouched though, to ensure calls safety in an open context.3
4.1

Table 1. Assertion status.
Status
check

Source
user

Abstract Interpretation-based Analysis

For analysis we use the technique of abstract interpretation (Cousot
and Cousot 1977), which simulates the execution of a program
on an abstract domain (Dα ) which is simpler than the actual,
concrete domain4 (D). Abstract values and sets of concrete values
are related via a pair of monotonic mappings hα, γi: abstraction
α : 2D → Dα , and concretization γ : Dα → 2D . The operations
of least upper bound (t) and greatest lower bound (u) over abstract
literals λ mimic those of 2D in a precise sense:

checked static
checking

∀λ, λ0 ∈ Dα : λ v λ0 ⇔ γ(λ) ⊆ γ(λ0 )
∀λ1 , λ2 , λ0 ∈ Dα : λ1 t λ2 = λ0 ⇔ γ(λ1 ) ∪ γ(λ2 ) = γ(λ0 )
∀λ1 , λ2 , λ0 ∈ Dα : λ1 u λ2 = λ0 ⇔ γ(λ1 ) ∩ γ(λ2 ) = γ(λ0 )
As usual in abstract interpretation, ⊥ denotes the abstract constraint
such that γ(⊥) = ∅, whereas > denotes the most general abstract
constraint, i.e., γ(>) = D.
The concrete framework that we will use in the static analysis component is the Ciao PLAI abstract interpretation system (Muthukumar and Hermenegildo 1989, 1990, 1992). Below
we adapt some definitions and notation from (Puebla et al. 2000b)
to illustrate the analysis process implemented by PLAI.
The goal dependent abstract interpretation performed by PLAI
takes as input a program P , an abstract domain Dα , and a description Qα of the possible initial queries to the program given as a
set of abstract queries. An abstract query is a pair (L, λ), where
L is an atom (for one of the exported predicates) and λ ∈ Dα an
modular analysis can also eliminate the module interface
checks, this is to be consistent with our simple library scenario.
4 In what follows we assume the concrete domains to have a powerset
structure, but the framework is not limited to such domains and can be
applied to domains of arbitrary structure.

Program
Code

Client-safe

Safe-RT

Safe-CT-RT

Program

Program

Program

Code

Code

Code

Run-time
checks
(exports)

Run-time
checks
(all)

Run-time
checks
(reduced)

Program

Program

Code

Assertions

Assertion
conditions

Assertion
conditions
(reduced)

Normalizer

static
analyses
or user

Optimizing Assertions with Analysis Results

The steps of the verification process are represented by associating
a notion of “status” to each assertion:
:- [Status] pred Head : P re1 => P ost1 .
...
:- [Status] pred Head : P ren => P ostn .

This optional Status flag indicates whether the assertion refers to
intended or actual properties, and possibly some additional information, as shown in the top part of Table 1 (see also Figure 6).
The reasoning about the statuses of assertion conditions is performed in the following terms. Given a literal L and a program P ,
¯L θ |θ ⇒P L}.
the trivial success set of L in P is T S(L, P ) = {∃
We also recall here the auxiliary partial functions prestep and step
from (Stulova et al. 2014) which are instrumental in reasoning
about program state reductions:

Program

Code

true

4.2

RT-checks

Code

static
checking

abstract constraint which describes the initial stores for L. A set of
abstract queries Qα represents a set of queries, denoted γ(Qα ),
which is defined as γ(Qα ) = {(L, θ) | (L, λ) ∈ Qα ∧ θ ∈
γ(λ)}. Such an abstract interpretation computes a set of triples
Analysis(P, Qα , Dα ) = {hLp , λc , λs i | p is a predicate of P },
where λc and λs are abstract constraints that describe calls and
success patterns for p.
The analysis (as the assertion language, to be introduced later)
is designed to discern among the various usages of a predicate.
Thus, multiple usages of a procedure can result in multiple descriptions in the analysis output, i.e., for a given predicate P multiple
hP, λc , λs i triples may be inferred. More precisely, the analysis is
said to be multivariant on calls if more than one triple hP, λc1 , λs1 i,
. . . , hP, λcn , λsn i n ≥ 0 with λci 6= λcj for some i, j may be
computed for the same predicate. However, for simplicity of presentation, we assume that the analysis computes exactly one tuple
hLp , λc , λs i for each (reachable) predicate p.

3 Although

Unsafe

false

Description
The assertion expresses part of the intended semantics. It may or may not
hold in the current version of the program. It is the default status that is
assumed for assertions written without
and explicit status.
The assertion was a check assertion
which has been proved to actually hold
in the current version of the program for
any valid initial call.
Similarly, a check assertion is rewritten
with the status false when it is proved
not to hold for some valid initial query.
Such an assertion expresses (a part of)
the actual semantics of the program,
normally automatically inferred by analysis. Can also be provided by the programmer.

prestep(La , D) = (θ, σ) ≡ D[−1] = hL :: G | θi ∧ ∃σ L = σ(La )
step(La , D) = (θ, σ, θ0 ) ≡ D[−1] = hG | θ0 i ∧ ∃σ L = σ(La )
∧ ∃i D[i] = hL :: G | θi

Static
Analysis

Given a derivation whose current state is a call to La (normalized
atom), the prestep function returns the substitution σ for La , and
the constraint store θ at the predicate call (i.e., just before the literal
is reduced). Given a derivation whose current state corresponds

Figure 3. Source transformation differences per checking mode,
including compile-time analysis.
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exactly to the return from a call to La , the step function returns
the substitution σ for La , the constraint store θ at the call to La ,
and the constraint store θ0 at La ’s success (i.e., just after all literals
introduced from the body of La have been fully reduced).
An abstract constraint λ−
T S(L,P ) is an abstract trivial success
subset of L in P iff γ(λ−
T S(L,P ) ) ⊆ T S(L, P ). An abstract constraint λ+
T S(L,P ) is an abstract trivial success superset of L in P iff
γ(λ+
T S(L,P ) ) ⊇ T S(L, P ). Given the program P , the concrete and
abstract sets of queries Q and Qα 5 respectively, where γ(Qα ) ⊇
Q,
and
hL, λc , λs i
∈
Analysis(P, Qα , Dα ), the status of an assertion condition C, associated with it by the mapping status(c, Status) where c is the
corresponding identifier, is determined as follows:

2
3

p (X , Y ) : - q (X , Y ) .

4
5

: - pred q (X , Y ) : int ( X ) = > int ( Y ) .
q (X , Y ) : - r (X , Y ) .

6
7
8
9
10

: - pred r (X , Y ) : int ( X ) = > int ( Y ) .
r (X , Y ) : - e (X , Y ) .





Figure 4. Example for analysis improvement.
either these success assertion conditions have already succeeded or
the program has exited with error).
As an example, consider the program of Figure 4.7 p/2 is an
exported predicate, q/2 and r/2 are local predicates, and e/2 is
imported. We allow both p/2 and e/2 to be called without any
restriction, and we do not specify any constraints either regarding
their successes. However, we want to enforce (through the two assertions) that q/2 and r/2 always be called with their first argument
X bound to an integer, and that their second argument Y be bound to
an integer upon success. Since any type of call is allowed to p/2,
and without information on the presence of run-time checks, analysis cannot infer anything about the calls conditions for q/2 and
r/2, or for the success conditions of these two predicates, and will
report warnings for unchecked conditions for all of them (and the
two assertions will remain in check status).
However, note that, assuming we are generating run-time
checks for all assertion conditions, the call to r/2 in the body
of q/2 can only be reached if the calls condition for q/2 holds,
i.e., if X is bound to an integer (since otherwise execution would
have been aborted). Thus, this information can be incorporated into
the analysis and propagated to the call to r/2, and it can be determined that the calls condition for r/2 (i.e., that its first argument
be also bound to an integer) always holds. Thus, this calls condition for r/2 gets status checked and no run-time test needs to be
generated for it.
Similarly, the run-time test for the success condition for r/2
ensures that if the call to r/2 in the body of q/2 returns, then its
second argument is guaranteed to be bound to an integer. Thus, the
success condition for 1/2 will also get status checked and no runtime test needs to be generated for it either.

• C = c.calls(L, P recond) ∧ status(c, checked)

if λc v λ−
T S(P recond,P ) .
• C = c.success(L, P re, P ost) ∧ status(c, checked)
−
s
if (1) λc u λ+
T S(P re,P ) = ⊥ or (2) λ v λT S(P ost,P ) ;

• C = c.calls(L, P recond) ∧ status(c, false)

if ∃D ∈ derivs(Q) s.t. prestep(L, D) = (θ, σ) ∧∃L θ 6= ∅ and
λc u λ+
T S(P recond,P ) = ⊥.
• C = c.success(L, P re, P ost) ∧ status(c, false)
+
s
if λc u λ−
T S(P re,P ) 6= ⊥ and λ u λT S(P ost,P ) = ⊥ and
−
c
∃ θ ∈ γ(λ u λT S(P re,P ) ) : ∃D ∈ derivs(Q) s.t.
step(L, D) = (θ, σ, θ0 ) ∧∃L θ0 6= ∅.

The compile-time checking process can be seen as a revision of the assertion statuses where for each predicate literal
L its annotation composed from the respective assertion conditions Ausr
C (L) = {C | c.C ∈ AC (L) ∧ status(c, S) ∧ S ∈
{check, true}} given the analysis output of the form Aana
C (L) =
{C | ∀c.C status(c, true)} is rewritten into {C | c.C ∈
Ausr
C (L) ∧ status(c, S) ∧ S ∈ {check, checked, false}}.

5.



: - module (_ ,[ p /2]) .
% p /2 is exported
: - use_module ( foo ,[ e /2]) . % e /2 is imported

1

Taking Advantage of the Run-Time Checking
Semantics during Analysis

The standard analysis introduced in Section 4.1 safely approximates the traditional semantics (i.e., the semantics without assertions or run-time checks).6 However, if we know that run-time
checks will be performed for sure for a certain set of (check) assertions (as, e.g., for all assertions in the Safe-RT execution mode,
or the ones corresponding to interface predicates in the client-safe
mode), it is possible to use this information during analysis to improve precision, i.e., to assume that the calls assertion conditions
hold after the predicate has entered the predicate definition (since,
according to the semantics of Section 2.3 either the checks for these
calls assertion conditions have already succeeded or the program
has exited with error), and to assume the relevant success assertion
conditions after the predicate has exited (since, again, at this point

Transformation A straightforward method to incorporate the information from successful checks into the analysis, so that it takes
the semantics with run-time checking into account, would be to
analyze the transformed program (i.e., the program including the
code that performs the run-time tests) instead of the original one.
This is the approach implied by the original transformational definitions of the assertion language. On the other hand, programs
transformed for run-time testing contain numerous optimizations
and instrumentation that make their analysis less efficient and can
potentially affect precision. An alternative would be to use a very
simple (even if inefficient) run-time checking transformation just
for analysis. Inspired by this idea, we propose herein a different,
even more direct approach, based on introducing additional assertions and link predicates in the program that together capture the
run-time checking semantics and provide the additional information source for the analysis, in order to increase precision. This is
performed as a program transformation T that precedes the analysis
and is applied to every annotated predicate in a program:

5 In the implementation of PLAI, Q is obtained from the calls conditions
α
of the assertions of exported predicates (or, if no such assertions are present,
a “topmost” abstract state is assumed), or from specific “entry” assertions.
6 Actually, assertions with trust status (which are typically used to provide
information to improve analysis precision), and assertions with true status
are in fact read and applied by the traditional analysis during its fixpoint
calculation. However, in this discussion we refer to incorporating into
the analysis the information present in check assertions, i.e., from the
assertions being checked at compile time or run time. These assertions are
not normally taken into account by the analysis since they may or may
not hold and, in general, run-time tests may or may not be included in the
compiled program.

7 In

the examples we use just simple types as properties for conciseness,
but even in this case please note that the use of types is moded, i.e., the
assertions here express states of instantiation.
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Lemma 1 (Correctness of the CTRT Transformation) Let P be
a program and Q = (L, θ) a query to P . Then ∀ D ∈ derivs(Q)
the final state D[−1] is the same in the versions of P with and without the CTRT transformation.

: - check calls
q (X , Y ) : int ( X ) .
: - true success q (X , Y ) : int ( X ) = > int ( Y ) .
q (X , Y ) : - q_inner (X , Y ) .

4
5
6
7

: - true calls
q_inner (X , Y ) : int ( X ) .
: - check success q_inner (X , Y ) : int ( X ) = > int ( Y ) .
q_inner (X , Y ) : - r (X , Y ) .



Proof. First, let us prove the correctness of the transformation for
the calls assertion conditions.
Let AC (L) = {C} where C = c.calls(L, P re) s.t.
status(c, check) and ∃(L:-B) ∈ defn(L). The possible reduction sequences from the S0 = hL :: G | θ | ∅i state are:
S0 A hB :: G | θ | ∅i = Ssucc if θ ⇒P P re
S0 A hL | θ | {c̄}i = Serr
if θ 6⇒P P re
Now let us add the link clause for L and rename its other
clauses s.t. defn(L) = {L:-Linner } and ∃Linner :-B ∈
defn(Linner ), and let’s add an assertion condition for Linner :
C inner = ci .calls(Linner , P re) with status(ci , check). The possible reduction sequences from the S0 state now are:
S0 A hLinner :: G | θ | ∅i A Ssucc if θ ⇒P P re
S0 A Serr
if θ 6⇒P P re
The S0 A hLinner :: G | θ | ∅i A hLinner | θ | {c̄ i }i reduction sequence is impossible since it would require θ ⇒P P re
to hold in the first reduction step and θ 6⇒P P re to hold in the
second reduction step.
This way in both assertion checking modes D[−1] ∈
{Ssucc , Serr } and run-time checks for the calls assertion condition
C inner (namely, checks for θ ⇒P P re after the checks for θ ⇒P
P re)
could
be
safely
removed
by
setting
status(ci , true).
Next, let’s consider the case of success assertion conditions.
Let AC (L) = {C} where C = c.success(L, P re, P ost) s.t.
status(c, check) and ∃(L:-B) ∈ defn(L). The possible reduction sequences from the S0 = hL :: G | θ | ∅i state are:
S0 A hB :: acheck(L, c) :: G | θ | ∅i ∗A hG | θ | ∅i = Ssucc
if θ ⇒P P ost
S0 A hB :: acheck(L, c) :: G | θ | ∅i ∗A
hacheck(L, c) | θ | c̄i = Serr
if θ 6⇒P P ost
Now let us add the link clause for L and rename its other
clauses s.t. defn(L) = {L:-Linner } and ∃Linner :-B ∈
defn(Linner ), and let’s add an assertion condition for Linner :
C inner = ci .success(Linner , P re, P ost) with status(ci , check).
We also now consider C as C link with its identifier cl . The possible reduction sequences from the S0 state now are:
S0 A hB :: acheck(L, ci ) :: acheck(L, cl ) :: G | θ | ∅i ∗A
hG | θ | ∅i = Ssucc
if θ ⇒P P ost
S0 A hB :: acheck(L, ci ) :: acheck(L, cl ) :: G | θ | ∅i ∗A
hacheck(L, cl ) | θ | c̄ l i = Serr
if θ 6⇒P P ost
Although the assertion condition identifiers for the two Serr are
different, the checks performed in these states are equal (θ 6⇒P
P ost).
This way the run-time checks for the cl assertion condition are
duplicating the checks for ci and could be safely removed by setting
status(cl , true).



Figure 5. CTRT program transformation example (output).

T (L) = h{L:-Linner } ∪ defn(Linner ), Alink
∪ Ainner
i
C
C
~ and the literal Linner = pinner (X)
~ is obtained
where L = p(X),
with a new predicate symbol pinner , and:
defn(Linner ) = {Linner :-B | L:-B ∈ defn(L)}
C = {c.C ∈ AC (L) | status(c, check)}
Alink
C

= {cl .C | c.C ∈ C} and ∀cl .C ∈ Alink
we extend
C

the status relation s.t. status(cl , S l ), where:

check if C = calls( , )
Sl =
true
if C = success( , , )
Ainner
= {ci .C | c.C ∈ C} and ∀ci .C ∈ Ainner
we extend
C
C
the status relation s.t. status(ci , S i ), where:

true
if C = calls( , )
Si =
check if C = success( , , )
The objective of the transformation is to improve the precision
and reduce the cost of the analysis, while preserving program behavior when the check assertion conditions are expanded into runtime checks. The transformation modifies all predicates with check
assertions. For each such predicate p, the original predicate symbol
is renamed into pinner and a single-clause wrapper predicate for p
(which we will refer to as a link clause), is introduced which calls
the pinner predicate.
The set of assertion conditions for the initial predicate p is duplicated for the pinner counterpart, including their original statuses.
However, the statuses of the success assertion conditions for p in
the link clause and the calls assertion conditions of pinner are
set to true. As a result, the calls assertion conditions for p (i.e.,
cl .calls(L, ) with status(cl , true)) will still be checked in the version with run-time checks, but they will be assumed in pinner (i.e.,
ci .calls(Linner , ) with status(ci , true)).
For the success part the assertion conditions will still be
checked for the inner predicate (i.e., ci .success(Linner , , ) with
status(ci , check)) and the information will be assumed upon exiting p (i.e., ci .success(L, , ) with status(ci , true)). The transformation guarantees that the same run-rime tests will be performed,
that no duplication of checks will occur (since there are no intermediate states between the calls to p and pinner and exits from pinner
to p), and that the analysis will gather the right information.
An example of the CTRT transformation for the q/2 predicate
from the program in Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 5. The true assertions
here correspond to the additional information that can be safely
used in the analysis. Since all predicates with assertions undergo
this transformation, a number of inner calls coming from the link
clauses is added to the program. Yet such calls are relatively inexpensive and the resulting runtime overhead is negligible. Even
more, should the analysis verify the calls assertion condition of the
link clause or the success assertion condition of the inner clause,
the link clause then becomes unnecessary and can be completely
removed.

6.

Experiments

As stated throughout the paper, our objective is to explore the
effectiveness of abstract interpretation in detecting parts of program
specifications that can be statically simplified to true or false, and to
quantify the impact of this application of analysis towards reducing
the cost of the run-time checks. In particular, we have studied
these issues for the different assertion checking modes that we have
defined.
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Figure 6. Adding the transformations to the Ciao Preprocessor.
6.1

Experimental Setup

We have built an experimental harness by extending the Ciao preprocessor, CiaoPP, which implements our baseline assertion verification framework. The architecture of this framework is shown in
Figure 6. In that figure, hexagons represent system tools and components and arrows indicate the communication paths among them.
Most of this communication is performed also in terms of assertions.
The input to the verification process is the user program, optionally including a set of assertions; this set always includes any
assertions present for predicates exported by any libraries used. The
check and trust/true assertions are normalized and the program
is expanded to kernel form (simple horn clauses), and they are all
given as input to the static analysis.
We have introduced new front-end passes implementing the
new transformations (marked in Figure 6) which thus support the
defined scenarios, as well as some other minor adaptations and
extensions to the interface to select these different scenarios.
The results of analysis over the different abstract domains selected are provided in the form of true assertions. Then, for every
predicate p in the program the framework performs compile-time
checking of assertions by comparing the check assertions in the
program (their assertion conditions) with the analysis results.
As a possible result of the comparison, assertions may be proved
to hold, in which case they get checked status. As another possible
result, assertions can be proved not to hold, in which case they get
false status and a compile-time error is issued. Finally, if it is not
possible to prove nor to disprove (part of) an assertion, then such
assertion (or the relevant subset) is left as a check assertion, and
the run-time check annotator introduces run-time checking code in
the program for the assertion conditions as required by the scenario.
In particular, the program transformations used in our experiments
are those of (Stulova et al. 2015), with no caching.
6.2

ond class of properties we will be using refers to the shapes of the
data structures constructed by the program in memory. To this end
we use the eterms (Vaucheret and Bueno 2002) abstract domain
which infers safely these shapes as regular trees.8
6.3

Benchmarks

To study the differences in the run-time overhead levels observed
in different assertion checking modes we have selected a set of
benchmarks, listed in Table 2.9 These benchmarks represent simple
yet diverse programs that represent frequently-occurring programming patterns such as performing symbolic or arithmetic computations, problem solving in fixed domains, processing stream data,
etc. In general, they include recursion, search, irregular/dynamic
data structures, etc. The relative internal complexity despite their
generally small size make them good candidates to answer our main
questions, allowing us to concentrate on the properties of interest
in each case. All the benchmarks have been carefully annotated
with reasonable program assertions that describe the expected behaviour. E.g., this is a selection of the fft code:


1
2

: - regtype complex /1. % A complex number
complex (( A , B ) ) : - num ( A ) , num ( B ) .

3

8 Note

that these notions are more general and powerful than the traditional
notions of types of modes. Also, comparing to the traditional notion of type
inference in statically-typed languages, not only the types are generalized
to any property supported by an abstract domain, but also the overall
approach is quite different: there all the type definitions must be present
in the program, and the inference problem just amounts to assigning one of
these types to each program element in a single pass. If this assignment
is not possible the program is rejected. In the Ciao approach, no type
definitions are required. The purpose of analysis is precisely to infer, in
a closed form (e.g., regular types) the shapes of the data structures that
are built in memory for the whole program, which is done via a fixpoint
calculation. Also, note that the regular types inferred and checked allow
sub-typing. The situation is similar for the sharing+freeness domain versus,
for example, traditional modes. This is also a strong difference with other
approaches within logic programming, such as Mercury or Gödel, which
also require the type definitions to be provided and that the program be
typeable. See (Hermenegildo et al. 2011) for a further discussion to the
very interesting topic of how to best straddle the dynamic vs. static language
boundaries.
9 Source available at
https://cliplab.org/papers/optchk-ppdp2016/

Properties and Analysis Domains

In our experiments we concentrate on two classes of properties. The
first one is the state of variable instantiation, i.e., which variables
are bound to ground terms, or unbound, and, if they are unbound,
the sharing (aliasing) patterns in order to be able to transfer accurately grounding information (“strong update”). These properties
are approximated safely and quite accurately using the sharing and
freeness domain (Muthukumar and Hermenegildo 1991). The sec-
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4
5
6
7
8
9

: - pred complex_mul (A , B , C ) % Multip lication
: complex * complex * term
= > complex * complex * complex .
complex_mul (( Ra , Ia ) , ( Rb , Ib ) , ( Rs , Is ) ) : Rs is Ra * Rb - Ia * Ib ,
Is is Ra * Ib + Rb * Ia .



Table 3. Benchmark metrics.



Table 3 presents some quantitative characteristics of the benchmarks, such as lines of code (LOC) and size metrics, and also the
total number of program assertions.
While the effectiveness of our assertion-based approach is not
directly the objective of this paper, it is worth noticing that during
our experiments the analysis on one of the more complex programs,
boyer, has allowed us to spot bugs in the original translation from
LISP that had been around for 30 years.
6.4

Experimental Results

Table 4 shows the compilation time for the benchmarks under the
different assertion checking modes.10 The compilation time for the
benchmarks under the Safe-CT-RT mode includes the total static
10 Times for compilation and analysis assume that the compiler and analyzer

are already loaded in memory and ready to execute. Thus, we removed
the compiler and CiaoPP start-up time. In the current implementation,
the engine needs around 1.4 seconds to load all the necessary bytecode
but can then process different programs (e.g., interactively, from within
the development environment) without having to be restarted. There exist
in any case many solutions to significantly reduce this startup time time
(keeping code in memory, optimizing the bytecode reader, reduced versions
of CiaoPP that contain only the necessary domains, lazy load, etc.).

Benchmarks
Name LOC Size (KB)
boyer
853
70
boyerx
853
50
crypt
76
10
deriv
29
8.5
exp
28
5.5
factorial
13
4.4
fft
104
13.2
fib
11
4.6
guardians
78
9
hamming
71
8.7
hanoi
44
5.7
jugs
132
9.9
knights
49
7.5
mmatrix
48
5.8
nreverse
14
4.8
poly
81
12
primes
33
6.1
progeom
71
8.0
qsort
46
6.0
queens
47
6.4
serialize
81
9.5
tak
18
4.6
witt
651
50

Assertions
total
25
23
16
3
5
3
19
5
13
19
4
9
13
6
5
14
8
16
8
10
9
3
83

Table 4. Benchmarks: full compilation time.
Table 2. Benchmarks.
boyer

boyerx
crypt
deriv
exp
factorial
fft
fib
guardians
hamming
hanoi
jugs
knights
mmatrix
nreverse
poly
primes
progeom
queens
qsort
serialize
tak
witt

Benchmark

a theorem prover implementation based on Lisp
by R. Boyer (nqthm system), performs symbolic
evaluation of a given formula;
a variant of boyer (using generic term manipulation predicates for formula rewrites);
cryptomultiplication puzzles solver;
a program that performs symbolic differentiation
of a given formula;
exponential calculation;
recursive factorial calculation;
fast Fourier transformation calculation;
a program that finds N -th Fibonacci number;
prison guards game;
a program that generates the sequence of Hamming numbers;
hanoi towers puzzle solver for N disks that are
moved over three rods;
the water jugs problem;
N knights chess problem;
matrix multiplication for two matrices with dimensions n × n;
naive list reversal;
a program that raises a polynomial (1 + x + y + z)
to the 10th power symbolically;
a program that computes N first prime numbers;
a program that constructs a perfect difference set
of order N ;
the N queens program, the number of the queens
being the input;
the quicksort program;
a palindrome program;
a program that computes the tak function;
the WITT clustering system implementation;

boyer
boyerx
crypt
deriv
exp
factorial
fft
fib
guardians
hamming
hanoi
jugs
knights
mmatrix
nreverse
poly
primes
progeom
qsort
queens
serialize
tak
witt

Compilation time, ms
Safe
Client
RT CT+RT
215
1413 1222 393869
194
1193 1191
25275
148
753
755
3776
142
655
702
993
141
691
684
976
139
650
658
1207
154
835
827
2757
139
574
664
1154
146
767
775
1323
162
796
713
1435
142
662
700
834
142
728
748
1277
153
748
724
1347
146
697
514
982
139
662
686
882
147
626
788
1755
139
690
696
998
140
776
606
1492
136
712
692
985
149
700
554
1143
145
735
721
1353
140
604
621
751
219
1418 1558 149855

Unsafe

analysis and assertion checking times. The experiments were run
on a MacBook Pro with 2.3GHz Intel Core i7 processor, 16GB
RAM, and under the Mac OS X 10.11.1 operating system.
Table 5 shows the detailed analysis times for the Safe-CT-RT
mode for the benchmarks. The prep columns indicate the time
needed to load and prepare the analysis, and the shfr and eterms
columns the time to perform sharing and freeness and regular type
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Table 5. Static analysis time for benchmarks using the Safe-CT-RT checking mode (part of total compilation time).
Benchmark
boyer
boyerx
crypt
deriv
exp
factorial
fft
fib
guardians
hamming
hanoi
jugs
knights
mmatrix
nreverse
poly
primes
progeom
qsort
queens
serialize
tak
witt

prep
8.185
5.401
1.397
0.711
0.402
0.276
1.544
0.266
1.059
1.044
0.496
0.837
0.774
0.48
0.278
1.414
0.571
0.933
0.526
0.614
1.076
0.327
13.622

Analysis time, ms
shfr
prep
56.577 8.469
42.5 5.456
8.1 1.359
2.426 0.669
1.593 0.373
0.906 0.193
7.425 1.758
1.083 0.215
4.455 1.049
6.46 1.022
2.267 0.477
4.039 0.981
3.483 0.748
2.359 0.449
2.673 0.253
41.274 1.419
2.278 0.486
5.6 0.891
3.725 0.504
3.448 0.587
11.775 0.984
1.427 0.271
104625.161 14.43

analyses, respectively. The analysis is actually relatively inexpensive compared to the rest of the compilation passes for most of
the benchmarks. The regular type analysis is expensive in boyer
and boyerx. The analysis of the formula rewrite predicates generates many large types whose manipulation is expensive. The
witt benchmark, despite having more regular data structures (tables of sets and matrices), is also expensive to analyze due to a
large number of operations. Note that in any case more efficient
–but less precise– domains are available for these cases, many
within CiaoPP, such as, for example, several widenings for sharing (Navas et al. 2006; Méndez-Lojo et al. 2008), pair sharing domains (Søndergaard 1986; Secci and Spoto 2005), or other type
inference domains (Gallagher and de Waal 1994; Bruynooghe and
Gallagher 2004).
Finally, Table 6 reports on the execution times for each benchmark in the different assertion checking modes, together with the
statistics of assertion checking results. For some of the benchmarks, inputs were varied and this is reflected by the notation
N ame(Input). The ‘Checked/Total Assrts’ column reports the
numbers of statically checked assertions (in the Safe-CT-RT checking mode) and total number of assertions for each benchmark. In
the worst case the overhead in the Safe-RT checking mode is two
orders of magnitude higher than in Client-safe, but Safe-CT-RT removes one order of magnitude (boyerx, fft, knights, witt).
This is expected since run-time checks of complex properties like
data shapes cannot be performed in constant time. The checking
changes the complexity of the programs and the overhead increases
as the size of the input grows. Note that the Client-safe mode also
represents the theoretically lowest overhead that we could obtain
(assumming a fixed implementation of the instrumentation), by removing internal checks. Sometimes, due to measurement imprecision, the time in Safe-CT-RT mode is smaller than in Client-safe
mode (crypt, exp, primes). In practice, in many programs SafeCT-RT is able to remove most of the checks, except those corresponding to the external predicates. We included in the benchmarks
two versions of boyer. The original translation (which we call here

eterms
634.059
467.579
35.164
13.877
12.471
9.3
36.885
11.24
19.958
21.417
11.629
22.661
22.24
11.671
2.763
42.363
12.547
21.057
6.562
15.489
17.515
9.986
666.404

Assertion
checking
521.067
343.906
115.782
24.63
42.513
11.032
143.532
13.475
46.498
60.509
17.453
101.27
46.713
23.01
7.489
79.432
25.364
47.704
18.491
35.767
46.347
19.747
1079.152

boyerx) uses functor/3 and arg/3 to implement rewrites of arbitrary terms representing formulas. This makes the domains lose
precision. The boyer version used instead a larger predicate that
explicitly enumerates possible formula terms.

7.

Conclusions

We have addressed the problem of run-time overhead reduction
in the context of verification frameworks that combine static and
dynamic verification, i.e., systems that combine compile-time and
run-time checking of user-provided assertions. Our ultimate objective is to construct an automatic verification system for non-trivial,
structural properties, that can be used routinely in production code.
We have defined four practical assertion checking modes, and
studied the corresponding trade-offs between the level of guarantees provided by each one and the corresponding execution time
slowdown. For these checking modes we have explored the effectiveness of abstract interpretation in detecting the parts of the program’s (partial) specifications that can be statically simplified to
true or false, as well as the practical impact of such analysis in reducing the cost of the run-time checks required for the remaining
parts of the specifications.
Our experiments have shown that there is indeed a significant
advantage in using analysis to reduce run-time tests. We argue
that the results are encouraging, supporting the hypothesis that
the combination of run-time checking with analysis can reduce
checking overhead sufficiently to allow providing full safety in
production code, for non-trivial properties. It is worth noticing that
the analysis on more complex code like boyer allowed us to spot
bugs in the original translation from LISP that had been around for
30 years.
We have presented for concreteness our approach in the context
of the Ciao language, but the Ciao approach to combining static and
dynamic analysis is general and system-independent, as well as the
techniques used herein, so we expect the results should carry over
to other (dynamic) declarative or imperative languages.
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Table 6. Benchmark execution times under the different modes and checked vs. total assertions.
Benchmark
boyer
boyerx
crypt
deriv
exp
factorial
fft
fib
guardians
hamming
hanoi (2)
hanoi (4)
hanoi (8)
jugs
knights
mmatrix (2)
mmatrix (3)
mmatrix (4)
nreverse
poly
primes
progeom (2)
progeom (4)
progeom (8)
qsort (8)
qsort (16)
qsort (32)
queens (4)
queens (6)
queens (8)
serialize (9)
serialize (16)
serialize (25)
tak
witt

Unsafe
10.404
15.185
0.098
0.110
3.838
0.008
23.234
0.067
2.960
15.259
0.001
0.002
0.054
0.014
201.278
0.001
0.002
0.005
2.243
1.084
0.027
0.002
0.089
5.274
0.003
0.008
0.021
0.006
0.122
2.302
0.002
0.005
0.010
2.855
15.886

Execution time, ms
Safe
Client
RT
10.390
2412.197
15.511
2284.085
0.108
6.196
0.730
4.640
3.971
63.210
0.013
0.748
23.972 25879.525
0.073
13.069
2.980
5805.539
15.071
7431.143
0.011
0.139
0.012
1.324
0.064
106.649
0.022
1.660
192.987 17979.597
0.007
0.127
0.010
0.319
0.015
0.662
2.313
8217.188
1.272
356.360
0.041
8.860
0.006
0.630
0.093
24.424
5.268
1890.538
0.006
0.929
0.013
2.396
0.028
7.477
0.009
1.076
0.123
20.605
2.281
360.660
0.007
0.803
0.011
2.207
0.017
5.029
2.866
963.481
15.947
1511.059

References

Checked/Total Assrts
CT+RT
12.545
1098.419
0.105
0.640
3.899
0.013
202.655
0.072
3.221
17.012
0.011
0.013
0.078
0.023
202.061
0.008
0.010
0.016
3.125
1.302
0.036
0.005
0.103
5.934
0.007
0.015
0.033
0.010
0.139
2.559
0.008
0.012
0.019
3.665
316.063

CT+RT

Total
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2
4
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